7 Point Focus Sequence
By William Meng
1. For TIME, we focus on NOW,
2. For WHAT now we DO, focus on URGENCY.
What to do besides urgency, we focus on SEQUENCE,
SHORT-TERM & LONG-TERM GOAL
3. For long-term goal, we focus on the WAY,
For short-term goal, we focus on the RESULTS.
There is a Way if you have a Goal
Firstly we made a GOAL, secondly we make a WAY.
4. On the way, we focus on effectiveness first, then efficiency.
A BIG goal requires high efficiency, great productivity, enough energy.
5. Before the way was built we focus on KNOWLEDGES,
AFTER knowledge we focus on SKILL.
Skill requires PRACTICE, that’s EXPERIENCE.
For failure and success, we focus on LEARNING.
6. Focus on to try without FEAR of the first MISTAKE.
Learn not to make the same mistake two times.
7. PATIENCE is needed before the SYSTEM works and after with a small
productivity.

Focus on EFFICIENCY to increase the productivity for short term.
Focus on PRODUCTIVITY CAPACITY for long term.
♦♦♦Plan  Prepare  Knowledge  Skills  System 
Strategy♦♦♦
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7 steps to grow your money
By William Meng

1. Find a job to earn money
2. Make a living with happiness and start money saving habit
3. Invest in business that you think there is a future and start
with a small amount (A)
4. Watch your money grow with patience
5. Harvest only when you see it start going bad (C)
6. You can invest more (B) only when it grows
7. You can restart again (D) after you have a harvest and it
grows back. Never invest more (E) after you lose money.
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E ne rgy fi lls th e s pac e b eyo nd t im e
William Meng
Find the Space where you want to stay to do something
Space changes when you come to
You are energetic when you feel you like the space
Space is capacity for matter with shapes and shapeless
You love the shape or spirit
Something that you can not see really becomes what you need or love
Air takes the shape and fills full of the space
Water changes the shape and fills the bottom of the space
Somewhere you want to go where you know or never again
You lose your energy and feel that you do not need anymore
There is only love left in you
Energy is the only content for the space no matter time is
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